ABSTRACT

USING HAND OUT WITH AUDIO VISUAL ACCOUNTANCY TO IMPROVE STUDENTS’ MOTIVATION AND BOOKEEPING SKILLED ON ACCOUNTANCY SUBJECT AT XI IPS 1 SMA STATE 1 METRO
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This research that applied on accountancy subject was backed by the problem of students’ low motivation in learning and bookkeeping skilled. The aim of this research is to increase students motivation and bookkeeping skilled by using hand out audio visual accountancy. The method that used in this research is Class Action Research (CAR) that consist of three cycles. Every cycles covered by planning, implementation, observation and reflection. The technique of data aggregation by using test is to assess cognitive aspects and observation for affective aspects. The result of this research indicated there are increasing on (1) the students’ motivation, the indicators reached on third cycles; (2) the students’ bookkeeping skilled on second cycles, the indicators has reached, on the third cycles more increase and reached ≥ 95%.
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